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Reporting requirements 
Seventh International scientific-practical conference «Simulation and Complex Modelling in Marine 

Engineering and Marine Transporting Systems» (SCM MEMTS-2023) will be carried out in Saint-Petersburg 
(Russia) on June 2023.  

Authors are invited to forward their reports to conference secretariat but not later than May, 15rd, 
2023 (only in this case it is guaranteed, that they will be published as conference materials). 

Materials for publication, including all necessary illustrations, tables and formulas have to be prepared 
as Microsoft Word document (with auto check of orthography – Service menu, Orthography command). 
Numeration of illustrations, tables and formulas should be continuous. Pictures captions have to be done as 
separate text (shouldn’t be a part of picture). 

Scope of material for publishing should not exceed 10 pages – excluding annotation and data of author 
(authors). Text editor – Microsoft Word 2010 and above. 

The text of the materials of each report should include: 
− index of the universal decimal classification (UDC), can be viewed at the link 

https://teacode.com/online/udc/; 
− full title of the report; 
− full name, patronymic and surname of the author/co-authors, title, place of work, position; 
− abstract up to 500 characters; 
− the text of the report, including figures, figure captions, tables; 
− information on financial support - grants, programs (if available); 
− gratitude (if any); 
− keywords (5-7 words); 
− list of references (at least 5 sources; references to own works may be present, but their number should 

be minimal, references to own works should not exceed 20% of all sources in the list of references); 
− information about the authors indicating the academic degree, position, place of work, name of the 

organization, e-mail address indicating the author responsible for correspondence with the conference 
secretariat, SPIN-code (if any), Scopus Author ID (if any), ORCID (if available), Web of Science Researcher 
ID (if available). 

The report must be prepared in accordance with the following requirements: 
− page format ─ A4 (210x297 mm) with margins on all sides of at least 25 mm; 
− main text should be typed in Times New Roman font size 12; 
− paragraph indentation – 1.25 cm, line spacing – single, justified alignment; 
− numbers of formulas enclosed in parentheses should be placed on the right side of the page; 
− drawings must be attached as separate JPEG or PNG files with a resolution of at least 150 dpi; 
− when preparing illustrations, it should be taken into account that the collection is published in black 

and white format; 
− title of the report should be typed in Times New Roman bold size 12 and clearly reflect its content. 

Multiple-sentence titles are not allowed. The name should not contain mathematical formulas, letters of 
alphabets other than Russian and Latin, abbreviations; 

− surnames, first names and patronymics of the authors are written in bold Times New Roman size 12. 
After the surname, first name and patronymic of each author, the name of the city and country is given, 
separated by a comma in parentheses. 

The title of the report, the list of authors and the list of cities and countries are aligned in the center of 
the page. 

Recommended report structure: 
− introduction (a brief summary of the state of the issue under consideration, setting the goal and 

objectives of the study); 
− materials and methods for solving problems, accepted assumptions; 
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− results (main content of the report, proofs of the presented provisions, mathematical expressions, 
experiments and calculations, examples and illustrations); 

− discussion of the obtained results and their comparison with previously known ones; 
− conclusion (conclusions and recommendations); 
− list of references. 
The text of the report is submitted in Russian or English. The title of the report, abstract, full name, 

patronymic and surname of the author/co-authors, academic degree, position, place of work, organization 
name, city, country and key words are presented in Russian and English. 

Conventions and abbreviations encountered in the text should be disclosed at their first mention in the 
text. 

All formulas are typed only in the formula editor Microsoft Office Equation Editor (Formula Builder) 
with alignment to the center of the page. Formula numbers are indicated in brackets on the right. Numbers are 
assigned only to formulas that are referenced in the text. Texts of reports with formulas presented in the form 
of figures or character sets with inserts of MathType elements or Microsoft Office Equation Editor are not 
accepted for publication. 

Tables should be located within the working area. The number and title of the table, typed in bold, are 
aligned to the left edge of the page. Tables are numbered in the order in which they appear in the text. 
Information presented in the form of diagrams and graphs should not be duplicated in the form of tables. 

Figures should be inserted into the text immediately after the paragraph in which the figure is first 
mentioned. It is not recommended to place unnecessary details in the drawing; textual information, symbols 
should be placed in the caption, replacing them in the figure with numbers or letters corresponding to the 
symbols in the text. 

The list of references is formatted in Times New Roman font size 12, aligned to the page width and 
must have continuous numerical numbering. In the list of references, the sources are arranged in the order they 
are mentioned in the text. The serial number of the reference is indicated in square brackets in the 
corresponding line of the text. The titles of books, articles, other materials and documents published in a 
foreign language, as well as the names of their authors, must be given in the original transcription. The list of 
references should not include unpublished materials or materials that are not in the public domain. 

If the source includes a URL or DOI, the author should check the correctness of their spelling and the 
availability of the resource by reference. 

Report materials are sent to the address of the conference secretariat by e-mail in archived form 
(preferably by zip archiver). 

All submitted papers will be peer-reviewed. The conference organizers reserve the right to reject 
reports (without explanation, but with notification of the author) that do not correspond to the profile of the 
conference, have insufficient scientific or practical significance, or are made with obvious violations of the 
requirements for registration or at a low literary level. 

The transfer of materials by the author to the secretariat confirms the right of the conference organizers 
to their subsequent publication and placement in electronic form. The authors bear full responsibility for the 
fact that the submitted materials of the reports do not contain information of limited distribution. If necessary, 
the organizers of the conference have the right to ask the author for an expert opinion on the possibility of 
publishing the material. 

The materials of the reports included in the conference program will be published in Russian or in the 
original language in the conference proceedings by the beginning of the conference. The materials published 
in the collection will be placed in the «as is» format, literary editing of texts will be performed only in cases 
of obvious typographical errors and typos. 
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